
Visit Kinze.com/Retrofit or contact your local dealer! 

Update your existing Kinze planter with the latest yield and profit boosting technologies. Kinze Planter Retrofit 
Kits help squeeze even more value out of your Kinze planter and extend its useful life. Add technologies that 
improve seed depth control and spacing, enable variable rate planting, reduce seed waste and improve planting 
performance even in tough no-till conditions. Kinze Planter Retrofit Kits are a smart investment with a payback 
you’ll experience through many planting seasons and when it comes time to trade for your next Kinze planter.

T H E  D I F F E R E N C E  I S  K I N Z E

New Yield-Boosting Retrofit 
Kits for Your Kinze Planter

MECHANICAL TO 4000 SERIES VAC METER OR       
EDGEVAC (EV) TO 4000 SERIES VAC METER RETROFIT KIT: 
Upgrade to superior singulation and precise placement with the Kinze vac meter. The new vac 
meter offers a consistent drop position, which results in precise seed placement and 99+% 
accuracy, even at planting speeds up to 8 mph*. The vac meter singulator eliminates doubles and 
can be adjusted easily for different seed sizes across multiple crops without having to remove 
the singulator from the meter. The Kinze vac meter allows for easy, complete meter clean out, 
eliminating seed waste. With only two moving parts, the meter has low ownership costs. The 
EdgeVac to Vac Meter kit is available on the 3110, 3140, 3200, 3500, 3600, 3600 Twin Row, 3700, 
and 3700 24 row 20"/22" planter models built in 2010 or after. The Mechanical to Vac Meter kit is 
available on 3500 planters 2006 model year and newer, 3600 and 3600 Twin Row planters 2006 
model year and newer and 3660 planters 2012 model year and newer.

ELECTRIC CLUTCHES RETROFIT KIT: 
Reduce seed costs and maximize yield potential by eliminating over planting at end rows, point 
rows and in irregularly shaped fields. Kinze electric clutches retrofit kit allows you to avoid planting 
in previously-planted areas of the field by turning off seed meters and planter sections based on 
field maps and already planted areas. The electric clutches retrofit kit is available for 3200, 3600, 
3600 Twin Row, 3700 and 3700 24 row 20"/22" model Kinze planters. There are specific kits for the 
AgLeader® or ISOBUS systems that allow you to control two-row sections or three-row sections for 
the 3700 36R20 planter.

HYDRAULIC DRIVE RETROFIT KIT:
Make your planter variable rate ready with a hydraulic drive retrofit kit. The hydraulic drive 
adjusts planting rates on-the-go from the cab based on field prescriptions or by manual control. 
The hydraulic drive operates with a single motor for 12- and 16-row configurations, two motors for 
24-row configurations. The hydraulic drive retrofit kit is available on the 3600, 3600 Twin Row and 
3700 24 row 20"/22" model planters and is specific to either the AgLeader or ISOBUS systems.

See back for additional kits >

Ready to Learn More 
or Purchase a Planter Retrofit Kit?

*Speed and accuracy of the planter may be limited by field conditions, seed type and other variables.



HYDRAULIC WEIGHT TRANSFER RETROFIT KIT:
Reduce yield-robbing pinch row compaction in the center of the planter while maintaining 
consistent ground contact at the wing row units with the Kinze hydraulic weight transfer 
retrofit kit. Kinze’s hydraulic weight transfer system distributes the planter’s weight across the 
toolbar to reduce pinch row compaction, reducing yield loss due to compaction and keeping 
consistent planting depth across all rows, even in tough no-till conditions. The hydraulic 
weight transfer retrofit kit is available for the Kinze 3600 and 3600 Twin Row planter models. 
(Not available on the 3600 wide row planter.)  

PNEUMATIC DOWN PRESSURE RETROFIT KIT:  
Proper seed depth across the planter bar is critical for the kind of consistent emergence that 
leads to higher yield potential. The Kinze pneumatic down pressure retrofit kit ensures seed is 
consistently planted at the ideal depth by maintaining consistent down pressure across each 
row unit. Kinze’s pneumatic down pressure system adjusts to changing soil types and field 
conditions on-the-go across the field. Down pressure is displayed on all Kinze monitor options 
and is easy to adjust. The pneumatic down pressure retrofit kit is available on the 3500, 3600, 
3600 Twin Row, 3660, 3700, 3700 24 row 20"/22" and 4900 planter models.

EVEN ROW RETROFIT KIT: 
Planting 15-inch no-till beans between last season’s cornstalks? Avoid running tractor tires on 
damaging corn stubble by adding the Kinze even-row push unit. Experience more accurate 
seed placement and depth, a smoother planter ride, and a full planter width, saving you time 
in the field – and money.  The even row retrofit kit is available on the 3500, 3600 and 3660 
planter models. 

FURROW CRUISER® SPIKED CLOSING WHEEL RETROFIT KIT: 
Improve root penetration into the soil by reducing sidewall compaction. The angular tooth 
design of this closing wheel prevents clogging and promotes consistent plant emergence – 
especially in tough no-till conditions and saturated soils. It offers ideal seed-to-soil contact by 
providing a unique combination of sidewall crumbling and soil firming. Built-in depth control 
allows for use with multiple crops. Kit includes two wheels per one row unit. Available on all 
Kinze planter models. 

DAWN® GFX HYDRAULIC ROW CLEANER RETROFIT KIT:
Maximize yield when you clear heavy crop residue from the seed trench providing consistent 
seed depth and crop emergence. These toolbar-mounted row cleaners are hydraulically 
adjustable from the cab and provide an undisturbed, consistent row unit ride across the 
planter bar. The trashwheels are hydraulically controlled and can be instantaneously adjusted 
over the entire length of the planter, using a simple in-cab electronic interface. The Dawn® Gfx 
hydraulic row cleaner retrofit kit is available for rear rows on the Kinze 3600, 3600 Twin Row, 
3660 and 4900 planter models.

Visit Kinze.com/Retrofit or contact your local dealer! 
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